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1.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, the students will be able to understand:

1.1



The meaning and concept of Linear programming



Important definitions associated with the topic



Various components of linear programming problems



Applications of linear programming problems



Advantages and disadvantages of linear programming problems
INTRODUCTION

Linear programming is a powerful quantitative technique for making decisions in
domains where there is uncertainty, such as business, industry, and commerce, where
decisions are made on every mater. George B. Dantzig, a Russian mathematician was
the first to introduce this concept in 1947.
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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The term 'Linear Programming' is made up of two key terms: Linear and Programming.
The Linear refers to the link between associated variables is expressed as y= a + bx,
where ‘x’ and ‘y’ are variables and ‘a’ and ‘b’ are constants. The Linear programming
refers to the systematic planning of a course of action with the goal of reaching a
desired optimal result, such as profit maximisation or cost minimization. Thus, linear
programming is a mathematical strategy that uses a linear formula to arrive at a sensible
proportion of variables to be used as inputs in order to attain the best result from a
planned course of action.
1.2

DEFINITIONS

“A programming of interdependent activities in a linear structure.”
- Dantzig
“Linear Programming is the analysis of problems in which a linear function of a
number of variables is to be maximised (or minimised) when those variables are subject
to a numbert of constraints in the form of linear inequalities.”R. Dorfman, P. Samuelson and R. Solow
“Linear Programming is a mathematical technique for determining the optimal
solution of resources and obtaining a particular objective where there are alternative
uses of resources, viz., man, material, machinery and money etc.”

- Galton

“Linear Programming is the simpler variety of programming problems in which the
objective function as well as the constraint inequalities are all linear.”
- Alpha C. Chiang
“Linear programming is a technique for the formulation and analysis of constrained
optimisation problems in which the objective function is a linear function, and is to be
maximised or minimise subject to a number of linear inequality constraints.”
- David W. Pearce
Thus, it is observed from the definitions that linear programming is a mathematical
technique for determining the optimal allocation of resources for achieving the desired
objectives, i.e. maximization of profit or minimization of cost, where multiple resources
can be employed alternatively.
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1.3

COMPONENTS OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING

The basic components of linear programming are as follow:


Decision variables- The output are determined by the decision variables. It
provides the final answer to the problem. The first step in solving any problem
is to identify the decision variables.



Objectives function- In a linear programming problem, the determinants of the
quantity to be maximised or minimised is specified in the objective function.



Constraint- Some resources, such as persons, material, equipment, or money,
must be committed in the performance manufacturing process to achieve the
intended goal represent in the quantitative form.

1.4

TYPES OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS

Linear programming problems are classified into two ways. Such as:
(A) General or Primal linear programming problem.
(B) Dual linear programming problem.
These problems are explaining one by one here as below:

(A) General or Primal linear programming problem
Following steps will involve to determining of the desired results under this type of
problems:
Step No. 1- Formulation of given problem.
Step No. 2- Solution of the formulated problem
Above steps will again divide into the following sub steps:
Formulation of given problem
The following three types of equation functions will be used to arrange the given data
relating to a problem in this step:
(i) Objective function
(ii) Constraint functions, and
(iii) Non- Negative restrictions.
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(i) Objective Function
The determinants of the quantity to be maximised or minimised are stated in the
objective function of a linear programming problem. If there is a profit, the income or
output objective function must be maximised; if there is a loss, the cost or input
objective function must be minimised.
The objective function will be presented in the following form:
In case of Maximization, the objective function:
Maximization Z (I) = I1X1 + I2X2+...........InAn,
where Z (I) = maximization of the Income
I1, I2,......In= Income of the different variables
X1, X2......Xn= The variables as under the decision taken

The objective function for variables involving cost or loss will be minimization,
and the objective function will be defined as follows:
In case of Minimization, the objective function:
Minimization Z(c) = CIXI+C2X2+.......+CnXn,
where Z(c) = Minimization of the cost
CI+C2+.......+Cn = Cost of the different variables
XI+X2+.......+Xn = The variables as under the decision taken

(ii) Constraint Functions:
To achieve the intended objective, some resources such as personnel, material,
equipment, or money must be invested in the performance manufacturing process.
However, in other circumstances, such resources may not be available in a limitless
quantity. Some resources may only be available to a limited extent, resulting in
restrictions or bottlenecks in the performance process. There are also some resources
whose availability cannot be reduced below a particular level, forcing management to
purchase them in bigger amounts.

Moreover, there might be some resources, which may be available to the extent just
required for the purpose. These resources, therefore, do not create any obstacle. But the
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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resources which are available up to or beyond certain limit create constraints in
achieving the objective. Thus the objective function will be adjusted in the light of the
given constraints relating to the availability of the various resources. Hence, the
objective function will be followed by the constraint functions in the following
manner:
Process I-

: q11X1+q12X2+............+q1nXn ≤ b1

Process II-

: q21X1+q22X2+............+q2nXn ≥ b2

Process III-

: q31X1+q32X2+............+q3nXn = b3

Where,

q= quantity of a particular resources required in a process
b= total quantity of the resources available for the process

(iii) Non- Negative Restrictions
This suggests that the variables in question will never produce or perform in a negative
manner. It will always be either zero or larger than zero, but never less. As a result, this
restrictions is represented as follows:
X1≥ 0, X2≥ 0, ........, Xn ≥ 0
MATHEMATICAL

FORMULATION

OF

LINEAR

PROGRAMMING

PROBLEMS (LPP)
Maximization or Minimization Z = I1X1 +I2X2+...........InAn or CIXI+C2X2+.......+CnXn
Subject to (constraint to):
Process I-

: q11X1+q12X2+............+q1nXn ≤ b1

Process II-

: q21X1+q22X2+............+q2nXn ≥ b2

Process III-

: q31X1+q32X2+............+q3nXn = b3

Non- Negative Restrictions:
X1 ≥ 0, X2 ≥ 0, ........, Xn≥ 0
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1.5

APPLICATION AREAS OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING

Linear programming is the most extensively used decision-making technique in
business and industry, as well as in a variety of other sectors. We'll go over a few of the
wide application areas of linear programming in this section.
Agricultural Applications
Farm economics and farm management are the categories in which these applications
fall. The former is concerned with a nation's or regions agricultural economy, whereas
the latter is focused with the concerns of a single farm. Farm economics is the study of
inter-regional competition and the best crop production allocation. A linear
programming model can be used to specify efficient production patterns under regional
land resource limits and national demand constraints.
Linear programming can be used in agricultural planning to maximise net revenue by
allocating restricted resources such as acreage, labour, water supply, and working
capital, among other things.
Military Applications
The dilemma of selecting an air weapon system against an opponent in order to keep
them pinned down while reducing the amount of aviation gasoline consumed has
military implications. A combination of the transportation problem, in which the total
tonnage of bombs dropped on a set of targets is maximised, and the problem of
community disaster defence, in which the solution yields the number of defence units
that should be used in a given attack to provide the required level of protection at the
lowest possible cost.
Production Management


Product Mix: A corporation can make a variety of products, each of which
necessitates the utilisation of restricted manufacturing resources. In such
instances, it's critical to figure out how much of each product to make, taking
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into account its marginal contribution and the amount of available resources.
The goal is to maximise total contribution while keeping all limits in mind.


Production Planning: it is concerned with determining the lowest cost
production plan for an item with varying demand over a planning period, taking
into account the starting number of units in inventory, production capacity,
production limitations, personnel, and any other important cost elements. The
goal is to keep total operating costs as low as possible. Assembly-line
balancing: This problem is likely to arise when an item can be made by
assembling different components. The process of assembling requires some
specified sequence(s). The objective is to minimise the total elapse time.



Blending Issues: When a product can be created from a number of available
raw materials, each with its own composition and price, these issues arise. The
goal is to find the lowest-cost blend, taking into account raw material
availability as well as minimum and maximum limits on certain product
ingredients.



Eliminate the Loss: When an item is made to a standard size (for example, a
glass or a paper sheet), the issue is determining which combination of needs
should be produced from standard materials to minimise trim loss.

Financial Management


Portfolio selection entails, among other things, the selection of a specific
investment activity. The goal is to identify the allocation that maximises total
expected return while minimising risk within specific constraints.



Profit planning is concerned with maximising profit margins from plant and
equipment investments, cash on hand, and inventory.

Marketing Management


Media selection: The linear programming technique aids in determining the
advertising media mix in order to maximise effective exposure while staying
within budget constraints, specifying exposure rates for different market
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segments, and a minimum and maximum number of advertisements in various
media. (if) The issue of the travelling salesman. The salesman's issue is to locate
the quickest route from a specific city to each of the stated cities, then return to
the original place of departure, with the condition that no city is visited twice
throughout the tour. The modified assignment technique can be used to address
these types of problems.


Physical distribution: For physical distribution, linear programming identifies
the most cost-effective and efficient location of manufacturing plants and
distribution centres.

Personnel Management


Staffing problem: Linear programming is used to assign the most appropriate
personnel to a certain job in order to reduce total overtime costs or total
manpower.



Equitable salary determination: The linear programming technique was used
to determine equitable pay and sales incentives.



Job evaluation and selection: The linear programming technique has been
used to select the best person for a specific job and to evaluate jobs in
organisations.

Other applications of linear programming lie in the area of administration, education,
fleet utilisation, awarding contracts, hospital administration and capital budgeting.
1.6

ADVANTAGES OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING

The following are some of the advantages of linear programming:


Proper Utilisation of Resources: Linear programming aids in the most
efficient utilisation of productive resources. It also shows how a decision-maker
can successfully use his productive elements by selecting and distributing
(allocating) them.
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Increase Decision Quality: Linear programming techniques increase decision
quality. The user's decision-making style becomes more objective and less
subjective as a result of this technique.



Practical Problem: Because there may be other restrictions operating outside
the problem that must be taken into account, linear programming approaches
provide plausible and practical solutions. The fact that we can create a large
number of units does not imply that they can be sold. As a result, for the sake of
convenience to the decision-maker, necessary modifications to its mathematical
answer are required.



Highlights Bottlenecks: The most major benefit of this technique is that it
highlights bottlenecks in production processes. When a bottleneck occurs, for
example, some machines are unable to meet demand while others sit idle for a
period of time.



Basic Plan: Linear programming aids in the re-evaluation of a fundamental plan
in response to changing circumstances. If conditions change while the plan is
being implemented in part, they can be determined so that the remainder of the
plan can be adjusted for the optimal results.

1.7

DISADVANTAGES OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING


Specific Goal: There should be a specific goal that easily recognised and
quantifiable. It might be, for example, the maximisation of sales, profit, and cost
minimization, all of which are impossible to achieve in real life.



Identifiable and Quantitatively Measurable: The activities to be included
should be clearly identifiable and quantitatively measurable, for example, the
products included in a production planning problem, and all of the activities
can't be measured in quantitative terms, for example, if labour is sick, his
performance will be reduced, which can't be measured.



System resources deployed for achieving goals: The system's resources that
will be deployed to achieve the goal should be quantifiable and recognisable.
They have to be in short supply. The strategy would entail allocating these
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resources in a way that trades off the returns on investment of the resources in
order to achieve the goal.


Issues in variables: The objective function and constraint equations or
inequalities, which embody the objective and resource limitation issues, must be
linear in nature, which is not achievable.



Realistic Alternative Courses: Decision-makers should have a set of realistic
alternative courses of action to choose from, which are limited by resource
restrictions.

Subsequently, when these stated requirements are met in a specific situation, the
problem can be represented in algebraic form, referred to as the Linear Programming
Problem (LPP), and solved for the best possible outcome.


There's no guarantee that we'll get integer-valued solutions while solving an LP
model.

For example: A non-integer valued answer will be worthless in determining how many
workers and machines are necessary to complete a specific task. The solution will not
be optimal if it is rounded off to the nearest integer. In such instances, integer
programming is utilised to assure that the decision variables have integer values.


The linear programming paradigm fails to account for the effects of time and
uncertainty. As a result, the LP model should be defined in such a way that any
changes resulting from internal or external sources may be accounted for.



Even when a computer is available, large-scale problems can sometimes be
handled using linear programming approaches. The major difficulty can be
broken down into multiple smaller problems, each of which can be solved
independently.



Parameters in the model are supposed to be constant; however they are usually
neither known nor constant in real-life situations.



Human behaviour, weather circumstances, employee tension, and de-motivated
personnel are not taken into account, which can have a negative impact on any
organisation.
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Only one goal is addressed, whereas in real-life circumstances, problems have
multiple aims.

1.8

SUMMARY

The Linear programming refers to the systematic planning of a course of action with
the goal of reaching a desired optimal result, such as profit maximisation or cost
minimization. Thus, linear programming is a mathematical strategy that uses a linear
formula to arrive at a sensible proportion of variables to be used as inputs in order to
attain the best result from a planned course of action. Components of linear
programming are Decision variables, objective function, and constraint function.

1.9

KEY WORDS


Linear Programming- Linear programming is a powerful quantitative
technique for making decisions in the field such as business, industry, and
commerce, where decisions are made on every mater.



Decision Variable- An unknown in an optimization problem.



Objectives Function- the determinants of the quantity to be maximised or
minimised



Constraint Function- In the performance manufacturing process to achieve the
intended goal represent in the quantitative form.



Non- Negative Function- The variables in question will never produce or
perform in a negative manner

1.10

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Q.1: What do you understand by Linear Programming? Discuss the various
components of linear programming.
Q.2: Define Linear Programming. Explain the various types of Linear Programming
Problems.
Q. 3: Discuss the some important application areas of linear programming.
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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Q. 4: What is Linear Programming? Explain the Merits and Demerits of Linear
Programming.
1.11
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2.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, the students are able to:


Understand the meaning of Graphic Method



Know the Steps of the Graphical Method to solve LPP



Apply the Graphical Method in solving LPPs

2.1

INTRODUCTION

The Graphical technique may easily solve a linear programming problem having only
two variables, X1 and X2. However, this method cannot answer a problem with more
than two crucial factors. This is because, a graph usually only has two axes, namely
horizontal and vertical, and so cannot represent and solve more than two decisive
variables.
The following three techniques are illustrated in the formulation of the linear
programming problems to find the values of the several critical variables, i.e., X1, X2,
X3, X4, etc.: (i)

Feasible solution:- A Feasible solution is one that satisfies the nonnegativity requirements of a general L.P.P.
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(ii)

Non- Feasible Solution:- A non-feasible solution is a solution process that
does not satisfy the non-negativity conditions of a general L.P.P.

(iii)

Optimal Solution:- An optimum solution is a feasible solution whose aim is
to maximise or minimise a general L.P.P.

2.2

STEPS OF GRAPHIC METHOD TO SOLVE L.P.P.

Following steps are taken to solve Linear Programming Problems by Graphic Method:Step 1: Formulation of the Linear Programming problem
Step 2: Convert the constraint function into the equations and determination of the
values of each of the variables under each equation by assuming the other variable to be
zero.
Step 3: Draw the 1st quadrants of the graph in which only positive values of both the
variables are plotted on the basis of the non-negativity condition, i.e.X1, X2 ≥ 0.
Step 4: Ploteach set of points on the graph for the pair of values obtained under each of
the equations and joining them differently by straight lines.
Step 5: Identify of feasible region through shaded area which satisfies all the
constraints for ‘less than or equal to constraints’ such region will lie below all the
constraint lines but for ‘ greater than or equal to constraints’ the said region will lie
above all the constraint lines.
Step 6: locate of the corner points or the extreme points of the feasible region.
Step 7: evaluate of the objective function at each of the corner points through the
following table.
Corner point

Values of the variables

Objective function

Total of values of

X1

Z= AX1 +BX2

Z

X2

(Rs)

If, the objective function relates to maximization, the corner point showing the
maximum value in the above table will give the optimal solution for the values of
X1and X2.
On the other hand, if the objective function relates to minimization, the corner point
showing the minimum value in the above table will give the optimal solution for the
values of X1and X2.
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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2.3

PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

ILLUSTRATION 1. Use Graphical method to solve the LP problem from the
following information:
Maximize Z= 3X1 + 4x2
Subject to:
X1 + 2X2 ≤4
3X1 + 2X2 ≤6
X1,X2 ≥ 0
Solution:
We have,
Maximize Z = 3X1 + 4x2
Now each constraint treating them as linear equation in the usual manner
X1 + 2X2 = 4

-------------- (i)

3X1 + 2X2 =6

-------------- (ii)

X1, X2 = 0

-------------- (iii)

Now, put X1,= 0 in equation (i) we get
2X2 = 4
Or

X2 = 4/2 = 2

Put X2,= 0 in equation (i) then X1=4
X1

0

4

X2

2

0

X1

0

2

X2

3

0

Again, put X1,= 0 in equation (ii) we get
2X2 =6
Or

X2 = 6/2= 3

Put X2,= 0 in equation (ii) then we get
3X1 =6
Or

X1= 6/3= 2
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Graphical presentation:

The co-ordinate of extreme points of the feasible region are: O= (0,0), A= (2,0),B=
(1,3/2) and c=(0,2).
The value of objective function of each of these extreme points is as follows:Extreme point Co-ordinates
Objective function
X1
X2
Max. Z= 3X1 + 4x2
O
0
0
Z= 0+0=0
A
2
0
Z= 3X 2+4X0=6+0=6
B
1
3/2
Z= 3X1+ 4X3/2= 9
C
0
2
Z= 3X0+4X2= 8
So, the maximum value of the objective function Z= 9 occurs at the extreme point
(1,3/2).
Hence, the optimal solution to the given LP problem is:
X1= 1, X2= 2 and Maximize Z= 9.
ILLUSTRATION 2. Use Graphical method to solve the LP problem from the
following information:
Maximize Z = 3X1 + 2x2
Subject to:
X1 - X2 ≥ 1
X1 + X2 ≥ 3
X1, X2 ≥ 0

Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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Solution:We have,
Z= 3X1 + 2x2
Now each constraint treating them as linear equation in the usual manner
X1 - X2 = 1

-------------- (i)

3X1 + 2X2 =3

-------------- (ii)

X1, X2 = 0

-------------- (iii)

If X1= 0 in equation (i), then X2= -1
If X2= 0 in equation (i), then X1= 1
X1

0

1

-1

0

If X1= 0 in equation (ii) then X2= 3
If X2= 0 in equation (ii) then X1= 3
X1

0

3

X2

3

0

X2

Graphical presentation:

The co-ordinate of extreme points of the unbounded feasible region is:-A= (0, 3),
B = (2, 1).
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The value of objective function of each of these extreme points is as follow:
Extreme point
A
B

0
2

Co-ordinates
X1
3
1

X2

Objective function
Max. Z= 3X1 + 2x2
Z= 3X0+2X3=6
Z= 3X2+2X1=8

Hence, the given LP problem is of maximization there exists a number of points in the
shaded region for which the value of the objective function is more than 8.
Thus, both the variables X1 and X2 can be made arbitrarily large and accordingly the
value of Z will also increase.
Hence, the problem has an unbounded solution.
ILLUSTRATION 3. Use Graphical method to solve the LP problem from the
following information:
Maximize Z= 3X1 + 2x2
Subject to:
X1 + 2X2 ≤ 4
3X1 + 2X2 ≤ 6
X1, X2 ≥ 0
Solution:We have,
Z= 3X1 + 2x2
Now each constraint treating them as linear equation in the usual manner
X1 +2 X2 = 4

-------------- (i)

3X1 + 2X2 =6

-------------- (ii)

X1, X2 = 0

-------------- (iii)

If X1=0 in equation (i), then X2= 2
If X2=0 in equation (i), then X1=4
X1

0

4

X2

2

0

If X1=0 in equation (ii), then X2= 3
If X2=0 in equation (ii), then X1= 2
X1

0

2

X2

3

0
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Graphical Presentation:

The co-ordinate of extreme point of the feasible region are O= (0,0), A= (2,0),
B=(1,3/2) and C= (0,2).
The value of objective function of each of these extreme points is as follows:
Extreme point
O
A
B
C

0
2
1
0

Co-ordinates
X1
X2
0
0
3/2
2

Objective function
Max. Z= 3X1 + 2x2
Z=0
Z=3X2+2X0=6
Z=3X1+2X3/2=6
Z=3X0+2X2=4

Since, on two different extreme point A and B the value of objective function is same
i.e. maximization Z = 6, two alternative solution X1= 2, X2=0 and X1= 1, X2=3/2 exist.
2.4

SOME EXCEPTIONAL SOLUTIONS BY GRAPHIC METHOD

There are cases in which a linear programming problem might result in certain
exceptional solutions, such as:
(i).

Infeasible Solution or No Solution

(ii).

More than one Solution, or Multiple Solution

(iii).

Unbounded Solution

(iv).

Redundancy.

These are explained one by one as follows:Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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(i).

Infeasible Solution or No Solution: When no solution exists that meets all of
the constraints of an LPP, it is referred to as an infeasible solution or no
solution. It signifies that no potential solution region exists graphically. When
the problem is phrased with conflicting restrictions, such a solution emerges.

(ii).

More Than One or Multiple Solution: When more than one optimal solution
to an LPP is possible, the issue is said to have more than one, or multiple,
solutions if the following two requirements are met by The objective function
must be parallel to a constraint that produces a feasible area boundary, and the
constraint must form a viable region boundary in the direction of the objective
function's optimal movement.

(iii).

Unbounded Solution: Unbounded solution occurs when an LPP has an
unbounded feasible region, i.e. it can be contained in any circle, and the
objective function is to maximize. In other words, an unbounded solution occurs
when a solution variable and a maximization objective, such as profit, can be
made endlessly big without violating any of the problem's constraints.

(iv).

Redundancy: When the feasible region of an LPP remains unaltered after
removing a constraint, that constraint is referred to as a redundant constraint,
and the problem is said to be redundant.

2.5

SUMMARY

With only two relevant variables, X1 and X2, the Graphic method can easily solve a
linear programming issue. However, the Graphical Method cannot solve a problem with
more than two critical components. Because a graph normally only has two axes,
horizontal and vertical, it can't represent or solve more than two important variables.
Feasible solution, Non-feasible solution and optimal solution are used to solve the
linear programming problems by graphical methods.
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2.6

KEY WORDS


Feasible solution- A Feasible solution is one that satisfies the non-negativity
requirements of a general L.P.P



Non-feasible solution- A non-feasible solution is a solution process that does
not satisfy the non-negativity conditions of a general L.P.P.



Optimal solution- An optimum solution is a feasible solution whose aim is to
maximise or minimise a general L.P.P.



Redundancy- When the feasible region of an LPP remains unaltered after
removing a constraint?

2.7

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Q. 1: What do you understand by Graphical Method? Explain the procedure of
Graphical Method to solve Linear Programming Problem.

Q.2: Solve the following LPP by graphical method:
Maximize (Profit) Z = 11 X1 + 9X2
Subject to:180 X1 + 120X2 ≤ 2880
0.5 X1 + 0.5X2 ≤ 10
X1, X2 ≥ 0
Q.3: Solve the following LPP by graphical method:
Minimize Z = 300X1 + 200X2
Subject to:1500X1 + 500X2 ≥ 12000
500 X1 + 500X2 ≥ 8000
1000X1 + 3000X2 ≥ 24000
X1, X2 ≥ 0
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2.8
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UNIT 03:

METHODS OF SOLVING L.P.P - SIMPLEX METHOD
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3.0
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Review Questions

3.11
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3.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, the students will be able to:

3.1



Understand the meaning of Simplex Method



Know the Steps of the Simplex method for determining optimal solution



Understand the Treatment of the slack, surplus and artificial variables



Understand the Format of Simplex Table and their factors



Interpret of optimal solution
INTRODUCTION

The Simplex Method is a linear programming methodology for solving optimization
problems involving a function and many constraints stated as inequalities. The
inequalities form a polygonal region, with the solution usually located at one of the
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vertices. The simplex approach is a method for systematically examining vertices as
potential solutions.

The restrictions of a graph can be used to solve some simple optimization issues. This
technique, however, is only applicable to two-variable systems of inequalities. In
actuality, issues may comprise hundreds of equations with thousands of variables,
resulting in an enormous number of extreme points. The simplex approach was
developed in 1947 by George Dantzig, a mathematics adviser for the United States Air
Force, to reduce the number of extreme points that must be studied. The simplex
technique is one of the most helpful and efficient algorithms ever devised, and it is still
used to tackle optimization issues on computers.

The method assumes the existence of an extreme point. (If no extreme point is
specified, a simplex technique version known as Phase I is utilised to identify one or
establish that no feasible solutions exist.) A test examines whether the extreme point is
optimal using an algebraic statement of the problem. If the test for optimality fails, an
adjacent extreme point along an edge in the direction where the objective function's
value rises at the fastest pace is sought. Moving down an edge can sometimes cause the
objective function value to rise without bound. If this happens, the method ends with
the prescription of the edge along which the objective approaches positive infinity. If
not, a new extreme point is achieved with an objective function value at least as high as
the previous one. The described sequence is then repeated. When an ideal extreme point
is found or the unbounded scenario occurs, termination occurs. Although the number of
required steps may expand exponentially with the number of extreme points in theory,
in practise the method often converges on the optimal solution in a tiny multiple of the
number of extreme points.
3.2
STEPS OF THE SIMPLEX METHOD FOR DETERMINING OPTIMAL
SOLUTION
The following are the specific phases in the Simplex Method for determining the best
solution:
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Step 1: Formulation of the problem at hand. The presented linear programming issue
will be formulated first, following the steps outlined in Unit 1.
Step 2: Introduction of slack, surplus, and artificial or dummy variables to convert
diverse functions into equations.
Step 3: The Simplex Table's construction.
Step 4: Identify Key element and improve solutions (under feasibility and optimality
conditions), and continue to obtain the optimal solution.
3.3
TREATMENT
VARIABLES

OF

THE

SLACK,

SURPLUS,

AND

DUMMY

Slack variables: It reflects the capacity that is not in use, and its contribution is zero.
Thus, Slack = Total Available Capacity- Utilized Capacity
It is added to the 'less than or equal to constraint functions' and is symbolically
represented by S1, S2, and so on. Its coefficient is set to 0 in the objective function
because it makes no contribution.
Surplus Variables: It reflects a production capacity shortage, and its contribution is
also zero.
Thus, Surplus = Total Utilized Capacity- Available Capacity
It is deducted from the ‘greater than or equal to constraint function’ and is symbolically
represented by –S1, -S2 and so on. Its coefficient is set to 0 in the objective function
because it also makes no contribution.

Artificial or Dummy Variable: It denotes a possible solution variable with no real
value. It is always associated with a positive sign and is symbolised by A 1, A2, or D1,
D2, and so on. It's included in the 'equal to' and 'greater than or equal to' limitations. It
follows the surplus variable as its auxiliary variable in the 'more than or equal to'
constraint, i.e., S1+A1, – S2+A2, etc. The coefficient of such dummy variables is taken
at the largest possible positive figure given by 'M' in the minimising objective function.
The coefficient of dummy variables added to 'equal to' and 'greater than or equal to'
restrictions in the maximising objective function is taken at the largest feasible negative
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value denoted by –M. The dummy variable's coefficient is set to the maximum value in
order to finally eliminate the dummy variable from the answer.

NOTE: The artificial variables are usually added to get the initial basic variables or
initial basic feasible solution (if fails, after introduction of surplus and slack variables).
and to form an initial identity matrix in the 1st step of the simplex table. It is NOT
mandatory that, wherever there is a ≥//= sign, we use artificial variable.

Treatment of the Slack, Surplus and Dummy Variables
Constraints

Equal to(=)

Greater

than

Variable
to
introduced

be Variable to be
shown in the
initial feasible
solution
Dummy A1, A2 or Dummy A1, A2
D1, D2, etc. (if, or D1, D2, etc.
needed)
or -S1 +A1, -S2+A2 etc.

equal to (≥)

Dummy A1, A2
etc.

Coefficient of the
variable
in
the
objective function
If maximization –M
for A or D
If minimization M for
A or D
If maximization –M
for A or D
If minimization M for
A or D
‘0’ for both –S1, -S2
etc.

variable ‘0’ for S1, S2 etc.

Less than or equal S1, S2, etc.

Slack

to (≤)

S1, S2 etc.

3.4

FORMAT OF SIMPLEX TABLE AND THEIR FACTORS

Simplex Table- It's the first table, which starts from the point where there's no
production or no solution. This table may be produced by repetition until the objective
function's value is optimised, that is, increased to the highest extent or decreased to the
smallest extent.
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Cj

¥

¥ 0

0

0

¥
Contribution Basic or Constants

X1

CB

X3

Feasible

XB

Coefficient
of

X2 S1 S2 S3
1

0

0

solution

Objective
Variables
Index column

B
0

S1

®

@

@ 1

0

0

0

S2

®

@

0

1

0

0

S3

®

@

@ 0

0

1

@
@

Key
row

@

@
Zj

®

@

@ @ @

@

@ @ @

@

@
Index row

Cj - Zj

@
@

Key column

Body Matrix

Identity
Matrix

Cj Row- The objective row is the Cj row at the top of the table. It represents the
objective function's coefficients. The variables of the specified objective function are
represented in the row below it.
CB Column- The objective column is the CB column on the left of the table. It displays
the contribution of the possible variables per unit. The contribution values of such
variables in the initial simplex table are either zero or the largest possible figure, i.e., M
or –M. The coefficients of the substituted variables in the objective function will be
used to replace such values in the following tables.
Basic or Feasible solution (B) - This column contains a list of variables that can be
used to solve the problem. This column in the initial table lists the slack and artificial or
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dummy variables that appear in the identity matrix. The variables in this column are set
in such a way that the S1 row and S1 column must intersect in the identity, i.e., where
the 1 appears. S2, S3, A1, A2, and so on will be similarly affected. Product mix column
is another name for this column.
Constant Column (XB) - The constants of the respective equations of the constraints
are listed in this column. Because the constants represent the quantities of the variables
to be created, this is also known as the quantity columns. Except for the index row,
every integer in this column must be positive or zero. Because of the non-negativity
criterion (X1, X2, ≥0), the value of such a number cannot be negative.
Index Column- The index column to the right of the simplex table specifies the key
row that will be replaced in the next simplex table. The various variable ratios are
calculated by dividing each number in the constant column by the corresponding
number in the key column, and the results are displayed in this index column.
Key Row- The key row is the one that has the smallest positive (non-negative) ratio in
the index column. Where there are multiple rows with the same smallest positive ratio,
the key row is the one closest to the top. This row is also known as the pivot row, and it
is replaced in the next simplex table by the key column.
Kay Factor- The key factor or pivot factor is the number that lies at the junction of the
key column and key row of a simplex table to be replaced. An asterisk mark '*' is
placed over its head to identify it. To get the new values of the main row corresponding
to the entering variables of the next simplex table, divide each integer in the key row by
this key factor.
Zj Row – This row reflects the sums of the products of the numbers in each column and
the equivalent number in the objective column for each column. If one unit of any of
the variables, i.e., X1, X2, S1, S2, etc., is added to the mix, these values of Zj represent
the amount by which contribution would be reduced.
Index Row – This is also known as the net evaluation row, because it reflects the net
contribution of one unit of each variable to the product mix if it were introduced. The
net contributions of the variables are determined as Cj - Zj, which equals contribution
per unit in the top row minus contribution reduced in the Zj row. This row shows if the
solution is complete or whether it should be continued, and if it should be continued,
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which key column of the table should be used to create another simplex table. When the
objective is to maximise, the solution is complete if none of the columns in the index
row display a positive figure. If the objective is to minimise the quantity of negative
numbers, the solution is accomplished when none of the columns in this row are
negative.
Key Column- This column is denoted from the index row by an arrow mark placed
below it. In the case of a maximisation objective, the key column will be the column
with the highest positive number in this row. However, if the objective is minimization,
the column with the highest negative number in this row will be designated as the key
column. Where more than one column has such maximum values in this row, the key
column should be the one farthest to the left. This column's variables are sent on to the
next simplex table for additional processing; it's also known as the Pivot Column.
Body Matrix- It is made up of the constraints' equations. It represents all variables that
aren't in the identity matrix's coefficients. The number of such matrices can be positive,
negative, or even zero.
Identity Matrix- It is made up of slack and artificial variables that only signify is in the
diagonal line and 0's in the other lines. In this matrix, no number can ever be negative.
This is due to the variables in the variables column having non-negative conditions.
Main Row- The main row of a subsequent table is the row that replaces the key row of
the table immediately before it. The variable from the previous table's key column that
enters at this point is displayed in the variable column of this row. Divide each integer
in the key row by the key factor in the preceding table to get the values for this row.
Other Rows- Other rows or remaining rows refer to the rows of a following simplex
table that are not the primary row. These rows refer to variables from the previous
table, which are not replaced but rather repeated in the following table. However, the
values of these rows are changed, resulting in the derived number or new values.
Other rows = (concerned old value) - (corresponding value of the main row X particular
key factor)
Particular Key Factor- The particular key factor is the number that appears at the
intersection of the key column and the row in the old table.
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3.5

INTERPRETATION OF OPTIMAL SOLUTION

Slack variables- If any slack variables exist in the variable column of the final simplex
table, it means that the linked resources of the value given in the constant column have
some unutilized capacity. If it does not appear in the stated column, it signifies that the
resources have no idle capacity.
Furthermore, any value in the slack columns of the index row represents the per unit
contribution of the concerned slack variable to the organization's profit. These figures
are sometimes known as shadow prices, accounting prices, or the resources' assumed
costs. A slack variable with unutilized capacity will have no value contributing to the
organization's profit. As a result, a slack variable with such a contribution value will be
considered scarce resources.
Other Variables in the Column- The number of related products to be produced to
optimise the target is indicated by the other variables appearing in the variable column
with their associated values in the constant column of the final table.
Index Row- The value in the constant column of the index row represents the solution's
optimal value, i.e. the value's maximum or minimization. From table to table, this value
improves in either increasing or decreasing order, until the optimal value is found in the
final table.
If any negative number appears in any column of the index row under the body matrix,
it signifies the amount of profit that will be lost if one more unit of the concerned item
is produced.

3.6

PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

Illustration 1. Solve the following problem by the Simplex Method:
Maximize (Profit) Z = 8 X1 +10 X2
Subject to:
4X1 +6X2≤ 24
4X1 +2X2≤ 16
X1 , X2 ≥0
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SOLUTION: Conversion of the constraint functions into equation with the
introduction of slack variables:
Constraints to:
4X1 +6X2 +S1= 24
4X1 +2X2+ S2= 16
Objective function:
Maximize Z= 8 X1 +10 X2+0 S1+0 S2

SIMPLEX TABLE I
Cj

8

Contribution Basic or Constants
CB

Feasible

X1

10
X2

0

0

Coefficient

S1

S2

Objective

XB

Variables

solution

Index column

B
0

S1

24

4

6*

1

0

24/6=4
Key row

0

Index row

S2

16

4

2

0

0

Zj

0

0

0

0

0

8

10

0

0

Cj - Zj

16/2=8

Key column
*Key factor=6
Particular key factor=2

Body Matrix

Identity
Matrix

The index row of the simplex table I shows positive values of X1 and X2 and table need
improvement for optimal solution. Here, X2 column is the key column as it shows the
maximum positive value i.e. 10. So X2 will be the entering variable for simplex table II.
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The index column shows that the row headed by S1 has the smallest positive value i.e.
4. Hence, it is the key row and departing row of simplex table I and replaced with X 2 in
the simplex table II.
Main row and other row of simplex table II are X2 and S2 respectively.
Main row = particular value divided by key factor
Main
(X2)

row XB
24/6=4

X1
4/6=2/3

X2
6/6=1

S1
1/6

S2
0/6=0

Other row (S2) = concerned old value – (corresponding value of the main row X
particular key factor)
XB
X1
X2
S1
S2
16-(4x2)=8
4-(2/3x2)=10/3
2-(1x2)=0
0-(1/6x2)= -1/3 1-(0x2)=1
SIMPLEX TABLE II
Cj

8

Contribution Basic or Constants
CB

Feasible

X1

10
X2

0

0

Coefficient

S1

S2

Objective

XB

Variables

solution

Index column

B
10

X2

4

2/3

0

S2

8

10/3*

1
0

1/6

0

4/2X3=6

-1/3

1

8/10x3=2.4
Key row

Zj
Index row

Cj - Zj

40

20/3

10

5/3

0

4/3

0

-5/3

0

Key column
*Key factor=10/3
Particular key factor=
2/3

Body Matrix

Identity
Matrix

The index row of the simplex table II shows positive values of X1 only and table need
improvement for optimal solution. Here, X1 column is the key column as it shows the
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maximum positive value i.e. 4/3. So X1 will be the entering variable for simplex table
III.
The index column shows that the row headed by S2 has the smallest positive value i.e.
2.4. Hence, it is the key row and departing row of simplex table II and replaced with X1
in the simplex table III.
Main row and other row of simplex table III are X1 and X2 respectively.
Main row = particular value divided by key factor
Main row XB
X1
(X1)
8/10X3=24/10 10/3/10/3=1

X2
0/10/3=0

S1
-1/3/10/3=
-1/10

S2
1/10/3=3/10

Other row (X2) = Concerned old value – (Corresponding value of the main row X
particular key factor)
XB
4-(24/10x2/3)=
12/5

X1
2/3-(1x2/3)=0

X2
1-(0x2/3)=1

S1
S2
1/6-(-1/10x1/3)= 0-(3/10x1/3)
21/90
=-1/10

SIMPLEX TABLE III
Cj

8

Contribution Basic or Constants
CB

Feasible

X1

10
X2

0

0

Coefficient

S1

S2

Objective

XB

Variables

solution

Index column

B
10

X2

12/5

0

1

21/90

-

1/10
8

X1

24/10

1

0

-1/10
3/10

Zj

216/5

8

10

21/9
14/10

Index row

Cj - Zj

0

0

-21/9

-

14/10
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*Key factor=
Particular key factor=

Body Matrix

Identity
Matrix

The index row of the simplex table III shows no positive values in any of the columns.
This indicates that the optimal solution is arrived at and that no further improvement is
possible.
So Maximize (profit) Z= 8 X1 +10 X2
= 8x24/10 +10x12/5= 216/5= 43.5

Illustration 2. Solve the following problem by the Simplex Method:
Minimize (cost) Z = 4X1 +2X2
Subject to:
6X1 +8X2≥ 40
2X1 +10X2≥30
X1, X2 ≥0
SOLUTION: Conversion of the constraint functions into equation with the
introduction of the surplus and dummy or artificial variables:
Subject to:
6X1 +8X2 –S1+A1= 40
2X1 +10X2 –S2+A2= 30
Objective function:
Minimize Z = 8X1 +2X2–0S1+MA1–0S2+MA2
SIMPLEX TABLE I
Cj
8
2
0
0
M M
Coefficient
Contribution Basic or Const
CB

X1

X2

S1

S2

A1

A2

Objective

Feasible

ants

Variables

solution

XB

Index column

B
M

A1

40

6

8

-1

0

1

0

40/8=5

M

A2

30

2

10*

0

-1

0

1

30/10=3
Key row

Zj

70M

8M
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-M

M

M
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Index row

Cj - Zj

8-8M

2-

M

M

0

0

18M

Key column
*Key factor=10
Particular key factor= 8

Body Matrix

Identity Matrix

The index row of the simplex table I appears that the X2 has the maximum negative
value i.e. 2-18M. As per the minimize objective function, X2 is the key column which
will replace the key row in the simplex table II.
So, the index column indicates that the row headed by A2 has the smallest positive
value i.e. 3. For this is the key row of simplex table I and replace by X2 in the simplex
table II.
Main row and other row of simplex table II are X2 and A1 respectively.
Main row = particular value divided by key factor
Main
row
(X2)

XB
30/3=3

X1
2/10=1/5

X2
10/10=1

S1
0/10=0

S2
-1/10

A1
0/10=0

A2
1/10

Other row (A1) = concerned old value – (corresponding value of the main row X
particular key factor)
XB
40-(3x8)=
16

X1
X2
6-(1/5x8)= 8-(1x8)=
22/5
0

S1
-1-(0x8)=
-1

S2
0(-1/10x8)
= 4/5

A1
1-(0x8)
=1

A2
0-(1/10x8)
= - 4/5

SIMPLEX TABLE II
Cj

8

2

0

0

M

M
Coefficient

Contribution

Basic

Consta

X1

CB

or

nts

Variables

Feasibl

XB

Index

e

X2

S1

S2

A1

A2

Objective

column

solution
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B
M

A1

16

22/5*

0

-1

4/5

1

-4/5

16/22/5=
40/11 =3.64
Key row

2

X2

3

1/5

Zj

16M+6

22M+

1
2

0

-1/10

0

1/10

-M

8M-2

M

-

2

10

3/1/5= 15

8M+

5

2
10

Index row

Cj - Zj

38-

0

M

22M
5

2-

0

8M
10

18M
-2
10

Key column
*Key factor=22/5
Particular key factor=
Body Matrix Identity Matrix
1/5
The index row of the simplex table II appears that the X1 has the maximum negative
value i.e. 38-22M/5. As per minimize objective function, X1 is the key column which
will replace the key row in the simplex table III.
So, the index column indicates that the row headed by A1 has the smallest positive
value i.e. 3.64. For this is the key row of simplex table II and replace by X1 in the
simplex table III.
Main row and other row of simplex table III are X1 and X2 respectively.
Main row = particular value divided by key factor
Main
row
(X1)

XB
16/22/5=
40/11

X1
X2
S1
22/5/22/5=1 0/22/5= -1/22/5=
0
-5/22
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4/5/22/5=
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5/22
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Other row (X2) = Concerned old value – (corresponding value of the main row X
particular key factor)
XB
X1
3-(40/11x1/5) 1/5-1x1/5)
=25/11
=0

X2
1-(0x1/5)
=1

S1
0-(5/22x1/5)
=1/22

S2
-1/10(2/11x1/5)
= -3/22

A1
0(5/22x1/5)
= -1/22

A2
1/10-(2/11x1/5)
=3/22

SIMPLEX TABLE III
Cj

8

2

0

0

M

M
Coefficient

Contribution

Basic

Const

X1

X2

S1

S2

A1

A2

CB

or

ants

Objective

Feasibl

XB

Variables

e

Index

solution

column

B
8

X1

40/11

1

0

-5/22

2/11* -

-

40/11/2/11
= 20
Key row

2

X2

25/11

0

Zj

370/1

8

0

1

1/22

-3/22

-

-

2

-38/22

26/22 -

-

0

38/22

-26/22 -

-

-50/3

1
Index row

Cj - Zj

Key column
*Key factor= 2/11
Particular key factor= -

Body
Matrix

Identity Matrix

3/22
The values in columns A1 and A2 have been ignored since they represent artificial
variables that have previously been replaced.
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The negative value of column S2 is indicated by the index row of simplex table III. As a
result, this column is designated as the key column, and it will take the place of the key
row in simplex table IV. In addition, the index column shows that row X1 has a positive
value. As a result, this is designated as the key row in the simplex table IV, which will
be replaced by the key column S2.
Main row and other row of simplex table III are S2 and X2 respectively.
Main row = particular value divided by key factor
Main
row
(S2)

XB
40/11/
2/11=20

X1
X2
S1
1/11/2=2/11 0/2/11= 0
5/22/2/1
1
=-5/4

S2
2/11/2/11=1

A1
-

A2
-

Other row (X2) = concerned old value – (corresponding value of the main row X
particular key factor)

XB
25/11-(20x3/22)=5

X1
0-(2/11x
-3/22)=
3/121

X2
1-(0x-3/22)
=1

S1
1/22-(-5/4x3/22)= -1/8

S2
-3/22-(1x-3/22)=0

A1

A2

SIMPLEX TABLE IV
Cj

8

2

0

0

M

M
Coefficient

Contribution

Basic

Const

X1

X2

S1

S2

A1

A2

CB

or

ants

Objective

Feasibl

XB

Variables

e

Index

solution

column

B
0

S2

20

2/11

0

-5/4

2

X2

5

3/121

1

-1/8

Zj

10

6/121

2

962/12

0

Index row

Cj - Zj

1

-

-

0

-

-

-1/4

0

-

-

1/4

0

-

-

1
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Body Matrix

Identity Matrix

The index row of the simplex table IV does not show negative number in any column.
Hence, the optimal solution of the problem is arrived at for arrived at for which no
further improvement of the simplex table is necessary.

Here, the solution is that 5 units of X2 should be produced with 20 units of unused
capacity of slack variable, S2.
Minimize (cost) Z = 4X1 +2X2
= 4 (0) + 2 (5) = 10
3.7

SOME EXCEPTIONAL SOLUTIONS

The solution to a linear programming problem may close at some exceptional solution.
These are:
(a). Optimal Solution
(b). Infeasible Solution
(c). Unbounded Solution
(d). Multiple Solution
(e). Degenerate Solution
Explained one by one as below:(a). Optimal Solution: - It's the point in an LPP's solution where the problem's
objective function (minimization or maximization) is optimized and no further
progress is conceivable.
(b). Infeasible solution: - It's the point in an optimal LPP solution where an
artificial variable arises in the solution mix and the solution can't go any further
due to the constraint's contradictory nature.
(c). Unbounded solution: - Unbounded solutions are used when there is no finite
solution to a linear programming problem. When a solution variable can be
made infinitely big without violating a restriction, this happens in maximising
problems. Prior to reaching the final table, the condition of unboundness can be
discovered using the Simplex approach. The issue is discovered while
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attempting to determine which variable should be removed from the solution
mix. If all of the replacement ratios in any simplex table are negative or
undefined, the problem is unbounded.
(d). Multiple solution:- This state of affairs is obtained when the index row of a
final solution shows zero value for a variable that is not on the basis of solution,
and it is obtained when the index row of a final solution shows zero value for a
variable that is not on the basis of solution.
(e). Degenerate solution:- It is the stage of a linear programming problem's final
solution when


One of the constraints, in this case, is discovered to be superfluous or
unneeded. Or



There is a tie in the minimum ratio, or



A fundamental variable in the constant column has a value of zero. or



The number of fundamental variables does not equal the number of
restrictions. or



The number of zero variables is greater than the number of decision
variables. or



More than two constraint lines around the feasible region of a graph pass
through the same corner point.

3.8

SUMMARY

The Simplex Method is a linear programming methodology for solving optimization
problems involving a function and many constraints stated as inequalities. In simplex
methods numerous factors, i.e., slack variables, surplus variables, and artificial or
dummy variables are introduced to find the best solution. The method assumes that an
extreme point exists. (If no extreme point is supplied, the Phase I version of the simplex
technique is used to find one or determine that no feasible solutions exist). Using an
algebraic formulation of the problem, a test determines if the extreme point is optimal.
If the optimality test fails, look for an adjacent extreme point along an edge in the
direction where the objective function's value grows the fastest.
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3.9

KEY WORDS


Slack Variable: It reflects the capacity that is not in use, and its contribution is
zero.



Surplus Variable: It reflects a production capacity shortage, and its
contribution is also zero.



Artificial or Dummy Variable: It denotes a possible solution variable with no
real value.



Key Factor: It is the number that lies at the junction of the key column and key
row of a simplex table to be replaced.

3.10

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Q. 1. What do you understand by Simplex Method? Explain the procedure of Simplex
Method to determining optimal solution.
Q. 2. Solve the following by Simplex Method:
Maximize (Profit) Z = 16X1 +6X2
Subject to:6X1 +4X2≤ 24
10X1 +8X2≤ 48
X1, X2 ≥0
Q. 3. Solve by Simplex Method:
Minimize (Cost) Z = 8X1 +6X2
Constraint to:
400X1 +200X2≥8000
2X1 +4X2≥100
80X1 +80X2≥2800
X1, X2 ≥0
Q.4.

Solve by Simplex Method:

Maximize (Profit) Z = 6X1 +20X2
Subject to:12X1 +20X2=360
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4X1 +6X2≤60
10X1 +12X2≥30
X1, X2 ≥0
3.11
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UNIT 04

LINEAR PROGRAMMING APPLICATIONS
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4.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, the students will be able to:

4.1



Understand the meaning of Linear programming application



Apply of linear programming problems in many aspects

INTRODUCTION

Linear programming is a mathematical method for determining the best feasible
outcome or solution given a collection of parameters or a list of requirements that are
represented as linear connections. It's most commonly used in computer modelling and
simulation to identify the optimal solution for distributing finite resources including
money, energy, personnel, machine resources, time, space, and a variety of other
variables. The "optimal outcome" from linear programming is usually most profit or
lowest cost.
Linear programming belongs to the field of mathematics known as "optimization
techniques," because it is used to discover the most optimised solution to a problem.
Logistics, or the "technique of moving things around efficiently," is a simple
illustration of linear optimization in action. Consider the following scenario: 1000
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boxes, each 1 cubic metre in size; three trucks, each capable of carrying 100, 70, and 40
boxes; numerous possible routes; and 48 hours to transport all the boxes. Linear
programming gives the mathematical formulae for determining the best truck loading
and route to travel in order to meet the criterion of moving all boxes from point A to
point B with the least number of back and forth and, of course, at the lowest cost and in
the shortest amount of time.

4.2

APPLICATION OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS

Linear programming is the most extensively used decision-making technique in
business and industry, as well as in a variety of other sectors. We'll go over a few of the
wide application of linear programming problems is as under:
(a). Optimal Product Line Problem: An optimal product line problem is one in
which a corporation must decide how many of 'n' different items to create or sell
when each product demands a specific percentage of various resources, such as
material labour, machine hour, and so on, all of which are limited in supply.
(b). Diet Problems: A diet problem is one in which a decision is made on how
much of 'n' distinct foods should be included in a diet, given the cost of each
food and the specific nutrient combination each food has. The goal is to reduce
the cost of a diet while maintaining a particular minimum amount of each
component.
(c). Transportation Problem: A transportation problem is one in which a decision
is made about a shipping schedule for specific goods, such as petroleum, cotton,
textiles, jute, and so on, from a number of production centres at various
locations to a number of marketing centres at various locations in such a way
that the total shipping cost is minimised under the constraints.
(d). Investment problem: The selection of specific investments from among a large
array of choices is an issue that entrepreneurs, individuals, bank managers, and
insurance firms commonly face. For these problems, the objective function is
commonly maximisation of expected return or risk minimization. Allowable
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investments, state regulations, company policies, maximum permissible risk,
and so on are common limits.
(e). Staffing problem: Linear programming is used to create a work schedule that
allows a large restaurant, hospital, or police station to meet staff needs at all
hours of the day while reducing the total number of employees.
(f). Trim Loss Problem: Products are created in standard sizes, such as paper,
steel, and glass, in a variety of industrial circumstances, while orders are
received for materials in diverse shapes, sizes, and quantities. The challenge is
to figure out which mix of requirements should be created from standard
materials in order to minimise trim loss.
(g). Product Mix Problem: An industrial enterprise has a specific amount of
productive capacity in its various production processes and can use that capacity
to make a variety of products. In general, various products will have varying
unit costs and selling prices, resulting in different unit profits. The issue is
determining the greatest product mix to maximise profit while making the best
use of available machinery and man hours.
(h).Advertising Problem: The LP Model has been utilised successfully in the
advertising industry as a decision aid in determining an appropriate media mix.
They are designed to assist marketing managers in allocating a fixed or limited
budget across multiple advertising mediums such as newspapers, magazines,
radio, and television channels, among others. The goal is to maximise audience
exposure, and the constraints are usually restricted budget, media availability,
and business restrictions, among other things.
4.3

PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

ILLUSTRATION 1. A company produces two sorts of products, M and N, using two
different processes: handcrafted and machine shop. The number of man hours
necessary for each unit of M and N in each process, as well as the maximum number of
man hours available in the two processes:
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Product

Handcrafted

Machine shop

M
N
Available at best

20 units
12 units
2000 units

10 units
8 units
1200 units

Net profit of each of the product is: M- Rs. 100 and Q – Rs 80. Formulate the problem
for solution for best result of these two products.

Solution: - Here the problem represents profit which means maximization of profits. So
the formulation of the problem will be made in the following ways:
Suppose that
Z = Maximization of profit
X1= M number of product produced.
X2= N number of product produced
H= Handcrafted and
S= Machine shop
Decision Table
Product

Decision

H

S

Net profit

Variables
M

X1

20

10

100

N

X2

12

8

80

2000

1200

Hours Available

Objective Function:Maximize profit Z= 100 X1 + 80 X2
Constraint Function:20X1 + 12X2 ≤ 2000
10X1 + 8X2

≤ 1200

X1, X2 ≥ 0
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ILLUSTRATION 2. A firm has three production centres i.e. M, N, and O and four
marketing centres i.e. A, B, C and D. the production centres have a surplus or 400 units
of petrol and four marketing centres requires the quantities into as under:
Production centres
M
100 units
N
120 units
O
180 units

Marketing centres
M
N
O
P

Shipping cost as follows:
Production centres
Marketing centres
A
B
M
10
30
N
16
14
O
30
50

60 units
80 units
120 units
140 units

C
14
18
60

D
12
2
80

Formulate the LP model from the above problem.
Solution:Suppose that
Z= Minimization of cost
X1, X2, X3, etc. = decision variables
M, N, O= Production centres
And A, B, C, D= Marketing centres
Decision Table
Production
centres

Decision
Variables

M
X1
N
X2
O
X3
No. of units demanded

Marketing centres
A
B
X1
X2
10
30
16
14
30
50
60
80

C
X3
14
18
60
120

D
X4
12
2
80
140

No. of Units
Supplied
100
120
180
Total 400

Objective Function:Minimize Z= 10X11+30 X12 +14 X13 + 12 X14 + 16X21 + 14X22 + 18 X23 + 2 X24
+
30 X31 + 50X32 + 60X33 + 80X34
Constraint Function:
Supply Constraints:M = X11+ X12 + X13 + X14= 100
N = X21 + X22 + X23 + X24= 120
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O = X31 + X32 + X33 + X34 = 180
Demand Constraints:A = X11+ X21 + X31 = 60
B =X12 + X22 + X32= 80
C = X13 + X23 + X33 = 120
D = X14 + X24 + X34 = 140
Non-negative Function:
X11, X12, X13, X14....... etc. ≥0
4.4

SUMMARY

Linear programming belongs to the field of mathematics known as "optimization
techniques," because it is used to discover the best solution to a problem. Logistics, or
the "technique of moving things around efficiently," is a simple illustration of how
linear optimization is used. Applications of linear programming problems are Optimal
Product Line Problem, Diet Problems, Transportation Problem, Investment problem,
Staffing problem, Trim Loss Problem, Product Mix Problem, and Advertising Problem.

4.5

KEY WORDS



Investment- The action or process of investing money for profit.



Diet- The kinds of food that a person, animal, or community habitually eats.



Trim Loss- Identifying the best cutting pattern for a variety of goods of varying
lengths from a stock of standard size material in order to meet client demands
while minimising trim loss wastage



Advertising-- The practise or profession of creating marketing advertisements
for goods or services.
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4.6

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Q.1: What do you understand by Linear Programming? Discuss the various
Applications of linear programming problems.
Q.2: From the following information formulate the linear problem model for
Rajnandini Company Ltd.
Product
M
R
Total
4.7

Centres
X
2 hours
6 hours
1440 hours

Y
4 hours
10 hours
3600 hours

Z
6 hours
2 hours
1800 hours

Profit per unit
Rs.
160
200

FURTHER READING/REFERENCES
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5.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, the students will be able to:


Understand the meaning of project management



Know the Concept of Event and Activity of project



Learn various terms related to the project



Understand the meaning, importance, Limitations of CPM



Understand the meaning of PERT



Know advantages and disadvantages of PERT



Identify difference between CPM and PERT
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5.1

INTRODUCTION

Project management is the process of managing a team's efforts to meet all project
objectives while staying within budget restrictions. This data is typically described in
project documentation, which is prepared at the start of the development process.
Scope, time, and budget are the three main restraints. The second difficulty is to
optimise the allocation of required inputs and apply them to achieve predetermined
goals.
The aim of project management is to generate a finished product that meets the client's
requirements. In many circumstances, project management's goal is to shape or reform
the client's brief so that it may be addressed effectively. Once the client's goals are
defined, they should guide all decisions made by others involved in the project, such as
project managers, designers, contractors, and subcontractors. Decision-making is
hampered by poorly defined or overly strict project management objectives.

A project is a collection of interconnected actions that must all be completed in a
specific order to achieve a predetermined goal. A huge complicated project entails a lot
of interconnected operations that necessitate the use of men, materials, and machinery.
Management cannot simply develop and execute an optimal project completion
timeline based on intuition. A systematic scientific approach is required for
undertakings of this nature. As a result, a variety of strategies have been created. The
critical path method (CPM) and the Programme Review and Evaluation Techniques
(PERT) are two methods for planning, scheduling, and controlling complex projects.
PERT and CPM were created independently in the late 1950s. They've been one of the
most extensively used operation research techniques ever since.

The network analysis is used to apply in project management. Network Analysis is a
technique used to solve a project's sequencing challenge. Sequencing problems are
those in which the goal is to reduce the amount of time and money spent on
manufacturing. The Network Diagram is a visual representation of the different events
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and activities related to a certain project that is used in network analysis. The Network
Diagram is created only on the basis of two key elements: Event and Activity.

5.2

EVENT

An event is the beginning or completion of an action that does not require any time. It
is representing by a figure within a circle, viz: 1
2
3
4
5
And so on. All activities leading up to an event must be accomplished before it may
take place.

Types of Event
There are several types of events that can occur, viz:
1. Simple event
2. Node
3. Burst
4. Head Event and
5. Tail event
These are elaborated briefly as follows:
1. Simple Event: - A simple event is one that occurs after or before a certain
activity.
2. Node: - A node is an event that occurs when two or more activities are
completed at the same time. To put it another way, it is the culmination of two
or more activities., viz :

5
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3. Burst: - A burst occurs when two or more activities begin simultaneously. To
put it another way, it is the start of two or more activities., viz:
1

2

3

4. Head Event: - A Head event occurs when an activity comes to a close. Thus, if
an activity, say, ‘C’, ends with the event

4

the event

4...

will be the head

event.
5. Tail Event: - The start of an activity is called a tail event. Thus, if an activity,
say, ‘A’, begins with the event

5.3

1

the event

1

will be the Tail event.

ACTIVITY

An activity is a specific type of action that takes time to complete. An arrow is used to
signify it. Every activity is given a capital letter, such as A, B, C, D, and so on, which is
placed above the arrow mark. In addition, directly below each arrow mark is a timer for
each action.
An activity may be categorised in the following ways:


Preceding Activity: - It is the activity that is accomplished prior to the
occurrence of an event. i.e., Activity A is the event's preceding activity



Succeeding Activity: - It is the activity that starts after an event has taken place
i.e. Activity G is succeeding Activity of the event



2

3

Concurrent Activity: - It is the activity that is performed along with other
activity at the same time i.e. Activity G is a concurrent activity of the activity
E.



Dummy Activity: - It's the activity that takes neither time nor resources to
complete. The broken arrow indicates a misleading activity. Such activities are
only included in a network diagram to illustrate a precedence relationship, that
is, to show that the activities and events in the network diagram are in the
correct order. They merely aid in the completion of a network diagram in a
logical order, or in the sequencing of a network diagram.



Critical activity: - That's the activity that's on the vital route. Any delay in the
execution of such an action will cause the project to be delayed, hence such
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tasks must be completed strictly according to the time schedule. Bottleneck
activities are another term for such activities.


Non- Critical Activity: - It is an activity that takes a different path than the
critical path. Delays in the completion of these activities do not cause the
project to be delayed. Non-bottleneck activities are the term for such activities.

5.4

TERMS RELATED TO THE PROJECT


Path: A path is a series of activities that begins with the project's beginning
event and finishes with the project's finishing event. A network is used to
indicate it.



Critical path: It is the path that takes the longest to travel across a network. In
other words, this path represents the shortest time possible for completing a job.
It does not follow any particular path. Any road could become the critical path if
the modes of operation of the many activities are adjusted and improved.



Earliest Starting Time (EST): It is the earliest time at which an activity begins
following an occurrence. It is abbreviated as Est and is placed above the arrow
line at the start of the activity. The earliest time for all of the first activities is
zero. The earliest starting time of the other activities, on the other hand, is the
greatest of the earliest completion times of the activities that come before it.



Earliest Finishing Time (EFT): It is the earliest moment at which an activity
can be completed. This time is calculated by multiplying an activity's projected
duration by its earliest start time. It's abbreviated as Eft and placed above the
arrow line at the end of an activity. Normally, the Eft of a preceding activity
becomes the Est of the following activity, but in the case of a node event, the
biggest of the Efts of its preceding activities becomes the Est of the following
activity.



Latest Finishing Time (LFT): It is the earliest possible time at which an
activity can be completed without extending the project's deadline. It's
abbreviated as Lft and appears below the arrow line at the activity's conclusion.
The procedure of labelling such Lfts begins with the network's termination
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event and proceeds from right to left. Backward process is the term for such a
procedure. For all the finishing activities involved, the greatest of the Efts
becomes the Lfts. All other activities, on the other hand, will have their Lft
equal to the least of the Lst values of their immediately preceding activities.


Latest Starting Time (LST): It is the latest possible moment at which an
activity can begin without disrupting the project's overall schedule. It is referred
to as the Lst and is placed at the start of an activity, immediately below the
arrow line. It is calculated by subtracting an activity's expected time from its
most recent completion time, which is already known. The Lst of an action is
usually the Lft of all the activities immediately preceding it. However, when a
burst event occurs, the smallest of the Lsts of subsequent activities becomes the
Lft of a previous activity.



Latest Event Time (LT): It is the most recent potential time for an event to
occur. It's abbreviated as LT and is placed just above or below an event. It's the
Lft of the activities that came before the event. The LT of a project's launching
event, on the other hand, is zero.



Earliest Event Time (ET): It is the earliest potential time for an event to take
place. It's abbreviated as ET and placed alongside the LT just above or below an
event. The ET of a project's first event is zero, while the ET of all subsequent
events is equal to the biggest of the preceding activities' ETs.



Slack: the term ‘slack’ can be associated with both an event and an activity. in
relation to an event, a slack is the difference between its latest and earliest event
time. Thus, slack of an event = LT-ET. In relation to an activity, a slack will be
synonymous to a float, i.e.:(Lst-Est) or (Lft-Eft). but, slack is ordinarily
associated with an event and in such a case an activity will have two slacks viz.
: Head slack and Tail slack
Head Slack= LTH - ETH
Where:LTH = Latest Event Time of the head event
ETH = Earliest Event Time of the head event
Tail Slack= LTT – ETT
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Where:LTT = Latest Event Time of the tail event
ETT= Earliest Event Time of the tail event
Depending on the latest and earliest event times, a slack might be positive or
negative


Float: The slack of an activity is referred to as float. It is divided into three
categories:
Total Float: It's the amount of time that an activity other than the crucial one
can be changed without delaying the project's overall timeline. This is simply
estimated by subtracting the difference between an activity's Lst and Est or Lft
and Eft.
Total Float= (Lst- Est) or (Lft-Eft)
It can be positive or negative in value.
Free Float: It's the part of the total float where an activity's float can be
changed without influencing the float of its subsequent activities. It's
determined by subtracting the total float from the head event slack.
Free Float= Total Float- Head Event Slack
It can be positive or negative in value.
Independent Float: It's the portion of the overall float where an activity's
commencement can be postponed without influencing the floats of its
predecessors. It is calculated by subtracting the free float from the tail event
slack.
Independent Float= Free Float - Tail Event Slack
It can be positive only in value.

ILLUSTRATION 1. From the following data, find out:
(a). Critical path and non-critical paths by Network Diagram.
(b). LT, ET and slacks of the events.
(c). Different slacks of the activities.
(d). Different floats of the activities.
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Name of the activity

Pre- requisite Activity

Estimate Time (Days)

A

None

20

B

None

25

C

A

28

D

A

18

E

B&C

15

F

D&E

30

Solution: Network Diagram

(b) LT, ET and slack
Events

LT

ET

Slacks (LT- ET)

1

0

0

0

2

20

20

0

3

48

48

0

4

63

63

0

5

93

93

0
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(c) Slacks of the Activities
Activities

Head Slack

Tail Slack

LTH - ETH

LTT – ETT

A

20-20=0

0-0=0

B

48-48=0

0-0=0

C

48-48=0

20-20=0

D

63-63=0

20-20=0

E

63-63=0

48-48=0

F

93-93=0

63-63=0

(d) Floats of the activities
Activity

Earliest
Start

Latest
Finish

Start

Finish

Total Float

Free

Independent

Lst-Est or

Float

Float

Lft-Eft

(TF-HS)

(FF-TS)

A

0

20

0

20

0

0-0=0

0-0=0

B

20

25

23

48

3

3-0=3

3-0=0

C

20

48

20

48

0

0-0=0

0-0=0

D

20

38

45

63

25

25-0=25

25-0=0

E

48

63

48

63

0

0-0=0

0-0=0

F

63

93

63

93

0

0-0=0

0-0=0

5.5

CRITICAL PATH METHOD (CPM)

One of the two major quantitative techniques of Network analysis is the critical path
method (CPM). This technique was used for the first time in 1956 at E.I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co. of America to aid with project planning and scheduling. For each
activity, it utilises two times and two cost estimates. One time and cost estimate is
created for a regular condition, while the other is created for a crash or critical situation.
This technique, however, is based on the premise of accurate known time and does not
use statistical analysis to determine time estimations. It is a graphical technique that
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entails drawing a network diagram and analysing it to determine the critical path, noncritical paths, slacks, and various floats of various activities.

5.6

SIGNIFICANCE OF CRITICAL PATH

Following are the some significances of critical path method:
(1). Task Accomplished without delay: The critical path identifies the tasks that
must be accomplished without delay in order for the project to be completed on
schedule.
(2). Quick completion: The critical path identifies the tasks that must be completed
more quickly in order to lower the overall project completion time.
(3). Postponement: The critical path also identifies actions whose completion can
be postponed to some extent.
(4). Planning and Improvement: Through prior planning and improvement, the
key path identified in the first case may be used to help identify another path as
critical.
(5). Management Attention: The critical path directs management's attention to
crucial facts, identifies potential bottlenecks, and minimises undue pressure on
alternative paths that do not contribute to the project's early completion.
(6). Adjustment by Floats: Critical path makes possible to make adjustment in the
project by floats which depicts, what happens when distinct activities are
reduced in time estimates, non-critical operations are eliminated, and new
resources are introduced. To shorten the project's completion time, some
resources were transferred from non-critical to crucial operations, and a
redesigned network diagram was constructed.

5.7

LIMITATIONS OF CRITICAL PATH METHOD

Critical path method has the following limitations:
(1). Specific time: critical path method is based on the idea that each activity has a
specific known time, which may or may not be true in practise.
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(2). Statistical Analysis: critical path method does not employ statistical analysis to
calculate time estimates for each activity.
(3). Lengthy and difficult process: Each time a change is made to the network, the
entire project must be evaluated again. This is a lengthy and difficult process.
(4). Dynamic controlling mechanism: Because it was designed as a static planning
model, it cannot be used as a dynamic controlling mechanism.

5.8

PROGRAMME EVALUATION AND REVIEW TECHNIQUE (PERT)

Another quantitative project management technique is the Programme Evaluation and
Review Technique (PERT). The Program Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) is a
project management planning tool that estimates how long a project will take to
complete realistically. PERT charts are used to plan work inside a project, making
scheduling and coordinating team members easier. A navy-sponsored research team
consisted of Messres D.G. Malcolm, J.R. Roseboom, C.E. Clark, and W. Fazer of the
United States of America used this technique for the first time in 1950 for use in
defence projects. It is now being utilised as a formidable tool by project planners and
controllers in determining the estimated total time a project will take to complete, as
well as in the study and administration of huge complicated projects that must be
completed in some order.
Following are the four time estimates employed by statistical analysis:
(i).

Optimistic Time (to)

(ii).

Pessimistic time (tp)

(iii).

Most likely time (tm)

(iv).

Expected time (te)

Explain one by one as below:
Optimistic Time (to):- It refers to the least amount of time that a task can be completed
in when everything goes well and without interruption. It is the most optimal period,
which occurs only seldom in practise, and hence has a 1% probability of occurring. The
optimistic time has a weight of 1.
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Pessimistic Time (tp):- It refers to the longest time it is anticipated to take to finish an
activity when a variety of complications and unexpected delays occur. It is another
extreme moment that occurs infrequently in actual practise, with a 1% probability of
occurring. The pessimistic time has a weight of 1.
Most likely time (tm):- It is the time frame in which a specific activity or project is
most likely to be completed. This is the most accurate time estimate for when an action
is completed. For most likely time, a weight of 4 has been assigned.
Expected time (te):- It is the amount of time that an activity is expected to be
completed within. It is calculated for each action using the three forecasted times, i.e.
optimistic time, pessimistic time, and most likely time. The weighted average of these
three types of times is used to calculate it.

Thus, the expected time of activity is calculated with the following formula:
to + 4tm+ tp
te =
6
The following are some of the relevant statistical devices that were utilised to determine
the values of the many relevant factors:
1. Standard Deviation of an Activity
tp - to
σa =
6
2. Variance of an activity
2

tp - to
Va =
6
3. Standard Deviation of a path
2

t p - to
σa =

2

tp - to

+
6

A

6

+ ---------+
B

tp - to
6

2

N

4. Variance of a path
Vp=(σp)2= (σa)2A+(σa)2B------ +(σa)2N
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Where,
A, B, C and N represent different activities along with a
particular path and p represent a particular path.
5. Probability of a path being completed within a given time.
Xp - Xp
Z=
σp
Where,
Z= Standard normal variant of a path
Xp= time of the path given
Xp = mean or length of the path
σp = standard deviation of the path

6. Probability of the project being completed within a given time
Pw = Zc.p X Zo.i.p
Where,
PW = Product of the probability of the different independent path.
Zc.p = Product of the probability of Critical Path
Zo.i.p = Product of the probability of other independent path.

ILLUSTRATION 2: Following are the time estimates (in weeks) for the activities of a
PERT network project:
Activity

Completion time (in weeks)
Optimistic

Most likely

Pessimistic

A

2

2

14

B

2

8

14

C

4

4

16

D

2

2

2

E

4

10

28

F

4

10

16

G

6

12

30
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(a). Draw network diagram and find out the critical path.
(b). Find out expected project length.
(c). Determine the standard deviation and variance of the project length.
(d). What is the probability that the project will be completed:
(i) At least 8 weeks earlier than the expected time?
(ii) Not more than 8 weeks later than the expected time?
(e). If the project due date is 38 weeks, what is the probability of not meeting the
due date?
(f). What is the probability that the project will be completed within the schedule
i.e. 40 weeks?
(g). Find the project duration at 90% probability.

SOLUTION:

(a) NETWORK DIAGRAM

(b) & (c)
Expected time of activity
to + 4tm+ tp
te =
6

Standard deviation of activity
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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tp - to
σa =

tp - to
6

Va =

2

6

Activity

Expected

time

of Standard deviation Variance of activity

activity

of activity

A

4

2

4

B

8

2

4

C

6

2

4

D

2

0

0

E

12

4

16

F

10

2

4

G

14

4

16

Variance of the critical path
B

E

G = 4+16+16=36 weeks.

Standard deviation of the critical path
σc.p=

Vc.p

= 6 weeks

(d) What is the probability that the project will be completed?
(i) At least 8 weeks earlier than the expected time?
Expected Time = 34 weeks
Schedule Time = 34 - 8 = 26 weeks
Xp - Xp
26 - 34
Z=
σp
=
6
= - 1.33
The table value of Z at 1.33 = 0.9082 approx.
Probability is 1- 0.9082 =0.0918.
Hence, the probability of completing the project within 26 weeks is 9.18% only.
(ii) Not more than 8 weeks later than the expected time?
Expected Time = 34 weeks
Schedule Time = 34 + 8 = 42 weeks
Xp - Xp
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Z=
σp
=
6
= 1.33
The table value of Z at 1.33 = 0.9082 approx.
Hence, the probability of completing the project within 42 weeks is 90.82%
(e) If the project due date is 38 weeks, what is the probability of not meeting the due
date?
Expected Time = 34 weeks
Schedule Time = 38 weeks
Xp - Xp
38 - 34
Z=
σp
=
6
= 0.667
The table value of Z at 0.667 = 0.7486 approx.
Hence, the probability of completing the project within 38 weeks is 74.86%
(f) What is the probability that the project will be completed within the schedule i.e. 40
weeks?
Expected Time = 34 weeks
Schedule Time = 40 weeks
Xp - Xp
40 - 34
Z=
σp
=
6
=1
The table value of Z at 1 = 0.8413approx.
Hence, the probability of completing the project within 38 weeks is 84.13% .
(g) Find the project duration at 90% probability.
Value of Z for P =0.90 is 1.28
Expected Time = 34 weeks
Schedule Time = ?
Xp - Xp
Xp - 34
Z=
σp
1.28 =
6
So, the project duration at 90% probability is 41.6 weeks.
5.9

= 41.6 weeks

ADVANTAGES OF PERT
1. Easy understand: It allows a manager to quickly grasp the relationships that
exist between project tasks.
2. Forecasting: - It allows a manager to anticipate where problems may arise,
where additional monitoring may be required, and where resources may be
reallocated to keep the project on track.
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3. Planning: It forces project managers to properly prepare and research how the
individual activities fit into the overall project.
4. Attention: It focuses management's attention to the project's important
operations.
5. Useful areas: It uses statistical analysis to recommend areas for enhancing
efficiency, lowering costs, and maximising revenues.
6. Taking necessary action: It forces management to take necessary action at the
appropriate time and without fail.
7. Up to date information: Through frequent reporting, data processing, and
programme analysis, it delivers up-to-date information.
8. New Schedule: It aids in the creation of a new timetable when the previous
ones are unable to match the demands.
9. Delays and Disruptions: -By arranging time and budgeting resources, it helps
to reduce delays and interruption.
10. Coordinating: It aids in the coordination of numerous project components and
the expansion of the mode of operation in order to complete the project on time.
With the assistance of this initiative, it was finished more efficiently and under
control.
5.10 DISADVANTAGES OF PERT
1. Cost: It does not place any attention on a project's expense other than time.
2. Routine planning: It is ineffective in the ordinary planning of repeated
occurrences.
3. Errors: Under the PERT, inaccuracies in time estimations render the network
diagram and critical path, among other things, worthless.
4. Probabilities Situation: It is assumed that a significant number of independent
activities operate on a critical path and that the whole time distribution is normal
when calculating the probability under the PERT. This may not hold true in a
unique circumstance.
5. Effective Control: The PERT system necessitates frequent updates and
calculations, which can be highly costly to the management.
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6. Resources: It ignores the issue of resources required for different sorts of
project activity.

5.11

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CPM AND PERT

CPM
PERT
a) It's a deterministic model in which the
a) It is a probabilistic model in which the
outcome can be predicted with certainty.
outcome is estimated in a probabilistic
b) It is concerned with activities that occur at
manner.
specific times.
b) It is concerned with activities that occur at
c) It's utilised for jobs that repeat themselves,
random times.
such as home construction.
c) It is well-known for non-repetitive tasks such
d) It is activity-oriented in the sense that its
as research programme planning and
outcomes are estimated based on the
scheduling.
activities.
d) It is event-oriented in the sense that its
e) It does not utilise the dummy activities.
outcomes are estimated based on the events.
f) It is concerned with the expenses of project
e) Dummy activities are used to depict the right
schedules and how to reduce them.
sequences of activities.
g) It is about the idea of crashing.
f) It has nothing to do with a project's expense.
h) Its calculation is based on a certain sort of
g) It is not concerned with the concept of
time estimation that is well understood.
crashing.
i) It cannot be utilised as a control device
h) It calculates the predicted time for each task
because it necessitates repeating the full
based on three types of estimates: optimistic,
project evaluation each time modifications
pessimistic, and most likely.
are made to the network.
i) It is an important control device because it
j) It does not employ statistical devices to
aids management in project control by
determine time estimations.
providing a continuous overview of activity
delays.
j) In determining the possibilities of completing
or not completing a project or a path within a
particular period, it uses statistical devices
such as standard deviation, variance,
probability, and a normal distribution table.
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5.12

SUMMARY

Project management's goal is to provide a final product that meets the needs of the
client. The purpose of project management is to mould or reform the client's brief such
that it may be addressed effectively in many cases. Once the client's objectives have
been established, they should be used to guide all decisions made by project managers,
designers, contractors, and subcontractors. Poorly stated or too stringent project
management objectives impede decision-making.

5.13


KEW WORDS
CPM: The critical path method (CPM) is a strategy for determining schedule
flexibility and identifying jobs that are required for project completion.



PERT: The Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) is a technique
for examining a schedule's tasks and determining a Critical Path Method
variation (CPM).



Slack: To treat (someone) with less severity or criticism



Standard deviation: A measure of how far individual members of a group
deviate from the group's mean value.

5.14

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Q1: What is Project Management? Discuss the various events and activities used in the
network analysis.
Q2: What is CPM? Explain the significance and Limitations of CPM.
Q3: What is PERT? Discuss the Advantages and Disadvantages of PERT.
Q4: Explain the various basis of the Difference between CPM and PERT.
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5.15
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